Practical applications of skin biomechanics.
The biomechanical properties of skin have an important influence on plastic surgical decisions. They aid the surgeon in planning elective incisions, excisions, or scar revisions. They provide insight into the most appropriate method of coverage of skin defects as well as the design of an artificial skin substitute. Skin biomechanics can, in part, be characterized in vivo by either a skin extensiometer or by studying the deformation of skin defects. These methods indicate the magnitude and directional orientation of skin tensions which are dependent partly on the mechanical characteristics of the dermal fibers and partly on the pattern in which they are woven. The tensions to which the skin are subjected can be classified as either static or dynamic in origin. Static skin tensions are the natural tensions existing in skin. The magnitude of static tensions varies between individuals, at different sites in the same person, and in different directions in many sites. The dynamic tensions are caused by a combination of forces which are associated with joint movement, mimetic and other voluntary muscle activity, and gravity. Knowledge of these tensions allows the surgeon to align the operative site in the direction of maximal tension and to approximate the wound with the least amount of tension. As a consequence of this, the scar healing between the cut edges of the wound should be narrow and inconspicuous.